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ON looking over the field of histology and microscop¬ 
ic anatomy one cannot help being impressed by the 
fact that the tendency in recent research is towards 

the solving of problems in two branches more especially of 
the subject. While the members of one group of investi¬ 
gators are busying themselves with the finer structure of 
the cell, and of its individual constituents, others are de¬ 
voting all their energies toward the study of the minute 
anatomy of the central and peripheral nervous system. 

In the domain of neurology during the past decade 
remarkable advances have been made, advances which are 
in large part attributable to extension and improvement 
in our technical procedures. The methods of Golgi and 
Ehrlich have furnished an abundant store of new facts 
concerning the cpmplexity of the individual elements of 
which the nervous system is made up and their relation to 
one another. The neurones, with their cell-bodies, dend- 

*Read before the Philadelphia Neurological Society, Jan. 25, 1897.. 
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rites, axones, collaterals and telodendrions have been 
placed before our eyes under the microscope with a sharp¬ 
ness and clearness of which no one can have any idea who 
has not personally interested himself in such studies. Stud¬ 
ents of forms of life lower than man have garnered a rich 
harvest of both anatomical and physiological facts which 
have permitted for the first time the establishment of a 
comparative neurology worthy of the name, and promise 
a scientific basis for the development of a comparative 
psychology. 

The study of secondary degenerations has been fol¬ 
lowed up with extraordinary zeal and the method of Wei- 
gert, supplemented by the more delicate procedure of 
Marchi and Algieri has clearly outlined a large number of 
the longer tracts in the nervous system which it would 
have been difficult to localize in any other way. Cytolog- 
ical 5methods applied to nerve tissues have given us an in¬ 
sight into the interior of the nerve cell, and with the es¬ 
tablishment of the existence in it of centrosome and 
sphere, in addition to the nucleus and the protoplasmic 
contents the neurone has been brought into line morpho¬ 
logically with the other cells of the body. 

The methylene-blue and soap stain of Nissl has enabled 
us to differentiate in the cytoplasm of the nerve cell two 
very distinct constituents; (i) a stainable, (2) a non-stain- 
able substance, the former according to Held, standing in 
direct relation to the food supply of the cell, while the non- 
stainable substance, on the other hand, represents prob¬ 
ably the active living protoplasm, the material basis for the 
phenomena or irritability. 

Not the least important advances, which have been 
made, we owe to the study of the embryo. .The investiga¬ 
tions of Balfour, Beard, v. Kupffer, and especially of His, 
have demonstrated the various modifications which the 
simple neural tube undergoes before it finally becomes the 
complex morphological structure which we see in the 
adult. We have been taught much, too, concerning the 
histogenetic relations of the individual neurones, the mode 
of origin of the nerve cells and of the neuroglia, and the 
various wanderings which many of these cells undergo dur¬ 
ing the progress of development. 

A special developmental problem has been the particu¬ 
lar object of study of Paul Flechsig, now Professor of 
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Psychiatry in the University of Leipzig. It had been no¬ 
ticed in Ludwig’s laboratory that the myelin sheaths of 
the nerve fibres in the central nervous system appear at 
different periods in different portions of the tissue. With 
the introduction by Weigert of his hsematoxylin stain for 
medullary sheaths, it became possible to study in the cen¬ 
tral nervous system of foetuses and children the successive 
steps in the process of the medullation. The “embryo- 
logical method of Flechsig” has occupied its author for 
over twenty years, and from it the most gratifying results 
have been obtained. In 1876 Flechsig published a book 
entitled “Die Leitungsbahnen im Gehirn und Rucken- 
mark,” in which he embodied the results of his studies up 
to that time. He showed that the tracts in the nervous 
system, which we have good reason to believe are the first 
to take on functional activity, receive their medullary 
sheaths also before the others. The myelinization of the 
different bands of white fibres occurs in each embryo in a 
definite sequence, tract after tract ripening as the physiol¬ 
ogical capacities of the being become more and more com¬ 
plex. The parts below the corpora quadrigemina includ¬ 
ing the pons, medulla oblongata and spinal cord become 
in large part medullated long before the pallium and the 
interbrain show any myelin at all The medullation at the 
time of birth in a full-term foetus, while well advanced in 
the lower regions of the nervous system, has made but lit¬ 
tle progress in the higher centres, so that the cerebrum at 
that time is practically unripe. The human baby at birth 
is comparable to the dog of Goltz’s experiment; it is prac¬ 
tically a creature without a cerebrum, although it, like 
Goltz’s dog, is capable of manifold neural activities, some 
of which are very complex. The experiment of Goltz and 
the anatomical findings of Flechsig are of the greatest im¬ 
portance, since they furnish us with data dealing with the 
possibilities of function in mammals of the parts below the 
great brain when independent of the higher centres. Many 
complicated.movements can be carried out; the evidences 
of the existence of certain bodily instincts are already 
present which, if they be not satisfied, lead to muscular 
movements of a purposeful nature. If the impulses of the 
newly born be satisfied and if external stimuli of a painful 
nature be kept away no evidence of consciousness is mani¬ 
fested by the baby; on the other hand, when deprived of 
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food or exposed to cold, active movements of the body re¬ 
sult, often accompanied by loud cries. 

Beginning with his Rectoratsrede, entitled “Gehirn und 
Seele,” delivered in Leipzig in 1894, Flechsig has during 
the past two years on several occasions called attention to 
the results of his recent studies upon the structure of the 
cerebrum itself—studies based almost entirely upon his 
embryological method, although they have been supple¬ 
mented also by clinical experience and observations of 
secondary degenerations. I will pass around a copy of the 
Rectoratsrede and also copies of two important addresses 
in which the views of Flechsig are outlined, namely, “Die 
Grenzen geistiger Gesundheit und Krankheit” and “Die 
Localization der geistigen Vorgange, insbesondere der 
Sinnesempfindungen des Menschen.” 

A full report of all his newer work would be asking too 
much even of your forbearance. I can only attempt to 
touch briefly upon the more important features of his an¬ 
atomical findings and to illustrate by examples some of 
his main tenets concerning the functional value of differ¬ 
ent portions of the cerebrum. 

Flechsig’s work upon the spinal cord and the medulla 
is doubtless well known to all of you. It still affords better 
data for judging of the relations of topographical features 
to function than any other method. I shall pass by, there¬ 
fore, the question of the myelinization of these parts, and 
proceed directly to a description of the sequence of the 
medullation in the parts higher up. 

While in the medulla centrifugal conductions with well 
developed myelin sheaths appear at a time at which the 
sensory nerves of the medulla have not yet become medul- 
lated, in the cerebrum the motor paths become ripe, appar¬ 
ently without exception, at a later period than the corres¬ 
ponding groups of sensory fibres,afactwhich makes it seem 
probable that in the cerebral cortex the primary form of 
motor activity is the reflex. 

One of the most pleasing anatomical results to which 
Flechsig has attained has been the accurate tracing out 
of the different sensory paths to their cortical end-stations, 
and of the motor paths passing corticofugally from these 
to motor neurones of the next order situated in the lower 
centres. For the first time he has succeeded in placing 
before us what appears to be almost a complete picture of 
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the various projection fibres of the cerebrum, both corti- 
copetal and corticofugal. 

Flechsig differentiates more or less sharply the sensory 
impulses which, afford to the cerebral cortex information 
concerning changes going on in the body itself, and 
those which bring to it impressions from the external 
world. The former group of sensations includes the mus¬ 
cle sense, the various visceral sensations connected with 
many of the instincts, such as hunger, thirst, sex¬ 
ual desire, as well as many of the cutaneous sensations, 
while the other group comprises those received through 
the organs of special sense, the eye, the ear, the nose, the 
tongue and, in part, the skin. The first group, those which 
tell us about the condition of our bodies, are only in small 
part objective, on the other hand, those which tell us about 
the external world are always, or nearly always, associated, 
in consciousness with the ideas of objects or processes out¬ 
side ourselves. By this I mean that we project the latter 
sensations, but not the former, into the external world. 
The paths carrying these various sensory impressions to 
the cortex become medullated at very different periods. 
It is of no ordinary interest and importance to find that 
the fibres carrying impressions concerning what is going 
on inside the body.are the first to become medullated; that 
is to say, it is the (indirect) continuations of the paths re¬ 
presented by the dorsal roots of the nerves of the spinal 
cord and medulla which first gain their myelin sheaths. 

Beginning at the end of the eighth month of foetal life 
and progressing rapidly during several weeks following, 
medullated bands appear in what is known as the sensory 
region of the internal capsule, the posterior part of the 
posterior limb. At a time when all the rest of the cere¬ 
brum is entirely devoid of myelin, these medullated fibres, 
present in sections cut in suitable directions and stained 
by Weigert’s method, appear as sharply circumscribed 
black bands running out from the internal" capsule toward 
the central gyri. The distribution of the fibres isolated in 
this way affords a picture which is very striking when seen 
for the first time, and even to the naked eye is as clear and 
clean-cut as the lines of a diagram. 

It has long been known from clinical and pathological 
experience that in the hemiansesthesia of Tiirck in which 
there is a disappearance of the cutaneous sensations and 
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muscular sense as well as of pain sensations from the oral 
cavity, the sexual organs, etc., the disease is localized in 
this region of the internal capsule. In some instances along 
with these symptoms the higher senses may be little or 
not at all affected; in others, as Tiirck himself observed, 
and as the studies of Charcot showed still more clearly, 
there may be associated anesthesias of the higher senses 
of hearing, sight, etc. The simple form of Tiirck’s hem¬ 
ianesthesia, in which the impulses which are prevented 
from reaching the cerebral cortex are those which come 
into the nerve centres through the dorsal roots of the 
nerves of the spinal cord and medulla, can always be traced 
to lesions of the posterior part of the internal capsule and 
of the adjoining projection fibres. 

Flechsig has made a careful analysis of the develop¬ 
ment of these tracts, and finds that the, (indirect) continu¬ 
ations of the dorsal roots through the internal capsule can 
be divided into three definite systems, which become 
medullated at different periods and apparently subserve, 
in part at least, different functions. He' has designated 
these three according to the order of their medullation as 
systems Nos. 1, 2 and 3. For system No. 1 the myelin 
appears at about the beginning of the 9th foetal month. 
It occupies in the internal capsule and in its upper half, the 
area immediately behind the fibres of the pyramidal tract. 
The fibres of this system in the main pass up from the bas¬ 
al portions of the lateral nucleus of the thalamus, the cup¬ 
shaped body (sclialenformiger Korper of Flechsig und von 
Tschisch) and in part directly out of the medial lemniscus. 
They are distributed exclusively to the cortex of the two 
central gvri, which are thus the first of all the regions of 
the cortex to become connected by means of medullated 
fibres with the sensory apparatus of the body. The fibres 
of this system are shown in the diagrams marked 1', 1". 

A few of the fibres of this system corresponding to the 
posterior angle of the lenticular nucleus run in the external 
capsule and in the most posterior part of the lamina medul- 
laris externa of the lenticular nucleus. A small bundle ap¬ 
pears to go into the lower part of the optic radiation (i+), 
the exact distribution of which is not yet certain. 

The sensory system No. 2 begins to receive its myelin 
about a month later than does No. 1. The fibres of this 
system also go out of the lateral nucleus of the thalamus, 
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but more dorsally. A few of them issue from the centre 
median of Luys. Passing upwards they are distributed 
in part to the central gyri, the lobulus paracentralis and to 
the foot of the superior frontal gyrus. Another part of 
them, after bending around at an acute angle and passing- 
inwards, become distributed to the gyrus fornicatus along 
its whole length. The most posterior bundles (2', Fig. 1) 
enter into the cingulum and run toward the Ammon’s 
horn. Still later another bundle belonging to this system 
runs from the lateral nucleus of the thalamus basahvards 
and enters into the uncus and arrives from in front and be¬ 
low at the subiculum cornu Ammonis. The whole of the 
limbic lobe thus comes to be connected with the lateral 
nucleus of the thalamus: 

The third system, the last to become medullated, is al¬ 
so connected with the lateral nucleus of the thalamus, 
emerging from the anterior portion of it. It enters the in¬ 
ternal capsule in about its middle portion and runs in part 
directly to the foot of the third frontal convolution, an¬ 
other part curving markedly as shown in the diagram 
(Fig. 1, 3, 3") before reaching the cortex. Bundles of the 
latter run from the region of the pyramidal tract forward 
into the fasciculus subcallosus, and descend at the anterioi 
margin of the corpus striatum to the third frontal convol¬ 
ution (3'). The fibres of a second group pass through the 
anterior limb of the internal capsule into the frontal lobe 
almost as far as the pole and then bend round at an acute 
angle, part of the fibres reaching the middle portion of the 
gyrus fornicatus (3), another part, the anterior half of the 
superior frontal gyrus, while single fibres go to the foot of 
the middle frontal gyrus. 

The connections of the lateral nucleus of the thalamus 
to the parts of the nervous system below are, according 
to Flechsig, well understood. It is in this nucleus that one 
has tg seek for the connections of the continuations of the 
dorsal roots, that is to say, of the medial lemniscus, the 
superior cerebellar peduncles and certain bundles of the 
formatio reticularis. This aggregate of sensory fibres un¬ 
der consideration corresponds to Flechsig’s Haubenstrah- 
lung. The cup-shaped body (schalenformiger Korper) 
and the centre median of Luys receive a portion of the 
sensory conductions of the dorsal roots; while the rest of 
the thalamus apparently has but little or nothing to do 
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with the conduction of these impressions. Flechsig, 
therefore, groups the lateral nucleus of the thalamus, the 
cup-shaped body (schalenformiger Korper) and the centre 
median together, designating them as the “ventro-laterai 
group of nuclei.” In the developing baby the findings 
concerning the connections of these nuclei with the cortex 
agree with the results of -secondary degenerations found 
at autopsy in the well-known case reported by Flechsig 
and Hosel,where both central gyri had been diseased for 
about fifty years in wide extent. In this case it may be re¬ 
membered there had resulted secondary degenerations of 
the superior cerebellar peduncle, of the medial lemniscus 
and of a portion of the formatio reticularis, while at the 
same time the cup-shaped body and the lateral nucleus of 
the thalamus had undergone marked alterations with de¬ 
generation and destruction of their ganglion cells. 

It is evident from what has been said that the cortical 
domains connected with the three systems of conductions 
under consideration are very extensive. The cortex in¬ 
volved takes in all that area extending from the posterior 
border of the posterior central gyrus forwards including on 
the external surface the two central gyri and the feet of the 
three frontal gyri; on the medial surface of the hemisphere 
it includes the lobulus paracentralis and the gyrus fornica- 
tus. To the whole area Flechsig, adopting a term pre¬ 
viously used by Munk, gives the name Korperfiihlsphare, 
which I shall, at the suggestion of Professor Gildersleeve, 
translate into English as the somaesthetic area. 

The first of the paths connected with the organs of 
special sense to become medullated is that concerned in 
carrying olfactory impulses; the fibres of the olfactory 
tract obtain their myelin sheaths toward the end of the 9th 
month of foetal life and in the neighborhood of the path 
which they take, other systems of fibres are as yet, non- 
medullated, so that the destination of the former in, the 
cortex can be made out with the greatest clearness and 
accuracy. The constituent fibres enter into relations with 
both the frontal and the temporal lobe. The fibres going 
to the frontal lobe are distributed to the whole posterior 
margin of its base as well as to the basal part of the gyrus 
fornicatus, while the majority of those distributed to the 
temporal lobe pass to the uncus and to part of the “inner 
pole” of the temporal lobe. By means of association paths 
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both the frontal and temporal portions of the olfactory 
cortex become connected with the Ammon’s horn, and 
later other bands of fibres connect both olfactory areas of 
the cortex with the globus pallidus, the lenticular nucleus 
and the thalamus. 

After the olfactory tract has become medullated the 
optic path gains its myelin. The fibres of the optic tract 
can be followed directly intb the lateral geniculate body 
and to' the superior colliculus of the corpora quadrige- 
mina. According to Flechsig, the lateral geniculate body 
represents a place of relay in the optic path. The first 
portion of the optic radiation of Gratiolet to become med¬ 
ullated consists in reality of a bundle of fibres proceeding 
directly from the lateral geniculate body to the part of 
the cortex of the occipital lobe immediately adjacent to 
the calcarine fissure, and especially to that portion of the 
cortex which is characterized by the presence of the ma¬ 
croscopic stripe of Vicq d’Azyr. 

In the new-born infant this “optic radiation in the nar¬ 
rower sense” is completely isolated, running past the thal¬ 
amus, though not at all connected with it, to the occipital 
lobe. There is no proof, Flechsig holds, that in man the 
thalamus forms an internode in the path of impulses on 
their way to the visual area of the cortex. It is his idea 
that the “optic radiation in the wider sense,” that is, in 
the sense of Gratiolet, represents much more than a simple 
visual conduction path. It is likely, he believes, that a 
large portion of this path is not corticopetal in conduc¬ 
tion, but corticofugal. For the present, however, he 
names the whole cortical area, with which the “optic radi¬ 
ation in the wider sense ” is connected, the visual sense 
area. This includes the whole of the inner surface of the 
occipital lobe, but on the convexity only a narrow zone in 
the region of the first occipital convolution and of the oc¬ 
cipital pole, and not the external occipital convolutions or 
the angular gyrus. It is certain that within this domain 
the visual sense area in the stricter sense must be con¬ 
tained, but just how much of this region actually receives 
fibres which represent continuations (direct or indirect) of 
the optic tract is as yet, not certain. The facts which have 
been ascertained by those who have studied secondary de¬ 
generations agrees in the main with these developmental 
■findings. In nodular disease in which only the region of 
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the calcarine fissure has been affected the portions of the 
white matter of the cerebrum which degenerate are pre¬ 
cisely those which in the developing baby correspond to- 
the “optic radiation in the narrower sense” which Flech- 
sig describes, and, with the degeneration of this radiation, 
the lateral geniculate body is destroyed also. This makes it 
extremely probable that the regions distant from the cal¬ 
carine fissure can have only a very limited, if any, part in 
the direct reception of visual impulses. 

Further evidence in favor of this view of the distribu¬ 
tion of the conducting paths to such a circumscribed area 
is to be found in the results of clinical . observation. 
Flemianopsia due to cortical disease occurs only when the 
inner surface or the pole of the occipital lobe is affected. 
Nothnagel pointed this out as early as 1887 and subse¬ 
quent writers agree with him. Lesions of the angular gy¬ 
rus so long as they do not go deep enough to affect the 
optic radiation lying in the white matter beneath lead to 
no defects in the visual field, a fact which Flechsig be¬ 
lieves proves the incorrectness of the views held by Fer- 
rier regarding the postion of the visual sense area in man. 

The fibres conducting impulses concerned in sensa¬ 
tions of taste and their cortical connections have not yet 
been localized. It is probable that the area concerned 
does not lie far from the somsesthetic area or from the ol¬ 
factory sense area. 

The fibres conducting auditory impulses, that is to say, 
the indirect continuation upwards of the cochlear nerve 
are the last of all the sensory fibres in the brain to become 
medullated. As has been known for some time the impulsed 
arriving along the cochlear nerve pass onwards mainly by 
means of the lateral lemniscus which is intimately con¬ 
nected with the inferior colliculus of the corpora quadrige- 
mina and with the medial geniculate body. Von Mona- 
kow has proven that the latter is connected by means of 
projection fibres with the cortex of the temporal lobe and 
exclusively with this lobe. Flechsig has shown that in the 
medullation of the w'hite matter of the temporal lobe it is 
the auditory path connecting the medial geniculate body 
with the cortex, which first obtains its myelin. This band 
of fibres becomes medullated at a period when all the rest 
of the white matter in this region of the temporal lobe is- 
still unripe. These fibres terminate in the two transverse 
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gyri of the temporal lobe, preferably in the anterior, two 
gyri to which hitherto little attention has been paid since 
they lie buried in the depth of the fossa Sylvii. They are 
connected with a portion of the superior temporal gyrus, 

Figure 1. Sagittal section through the human brain. (After 
Flechsig) Gp globus pallidus of the lenticular nucleus; P putamen; Nc 
nucleus caudatus; LK lateral nucleus of the thalamus; SK cup¬ 
shaped body of thalamus (schalenformiger Korper); cm centre median 
of thalamus; HK medial nucleus and pulvinar; v anterior, nucleus of 
thalamus; LK, SK, cm, together represent Flechsig’s ventro-lateral 
group of nuclei of the thalamus; HK, v represent his dorso-medial 
group of nuclei; ci internal capsule; L Luys’ body; Fi superior frontal 
gyrus; Fiii inferior frontal gyrus; GH gyrus hippocampi; VC anterior 
central gyrus; HC posterior central gyrus; SR sulcus centralis Ro- 
landi; S. opsulcus occipito-perpendicularis; Fi. ca fissura calcarina; 1, 
1’, 1, T” sensory system No. 1; 2, 2’, 2” 2”’, sensory system No. 2; 
3> 3’> 3”) sensory system No. 3; different kind of dotted lines are used 
to represent these three systems in all the figures. The corticopetal 
paths of the optic thalamus are represented in the figure; the cortic.o- 
fugal conductions of the dorso-medial group of nuclei of the thalamus, 
the motor paths of the cerebral cortex, etc., are not shown. The ar¬ 
rangements of the points in the ventro-lateral domain of the thala¬ 
mus is schematic. 

and this is of very great interest since it is exactly this por¬ 
tion of the superior temporal convolution (namely its third 
and four-fifths reckoned from its anterior extremity) which 
Naunyn has shown to be most often involved in the per¬ 
ceptive form of word-deafness, a variety of sensory aphasia. 
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which Wernicke had earlier successfully localized in the 
superior temporal convolution of the left side. 

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the cortical re¬ 
gion concerned represents the auditory sense area, espec¬ 
ially since v. Monakow (Arch. f. Psych. Bd. XXVII.) has 
shown that with the destruction of this region the medial 
geniculate body eventually degenerates over its whole 
cross section. The clinical observation that with one-sided 
cerebral disease there is scarcely ever complete deafness 
of the opposite ear, is explained by the well-known partial 
decussation of the cochlear nerve in the pons and in the 
inferior colliculi of the corpora quadrigemina. 'Whether 
or not the vestibular nerve is connected in any way with 
the auditory region of the cortex has not yet been made 
out. 

Flechsig does not deny that the centres below the cor¬ 
tex may not entirely be excluded from mediating sensation, 
that is to say, of consciously perceiving to a limited ex¬ 
tent. But if there be such a subcortical consciousness it 
must, in his opinion, be concerned with extremely vague 
and unrealizable sensations. 

But even when all the sense areas of the cortex, exten¬ 
sive as they are, have become medullated, only about one- 
third of the surface of the cerebrum has been involved. 
The individual sense-areas are isolated, not. touching one 
another directly. They are separated by regions which 
have no direct connection at any rate at this stage of de¬ 
velopment with the centres below or with the periphery of 
the body. It will have been noticed that the somaesthetic 
area, that portion of the cortex at which bodily sensory 
impulses arrive, includes within it what has usually been 
described as the motor zone of the cortex. In all proba¬ 
bility also from the visual, from the auditory and from the 
olfactory sense areas, corticofugal, probably motor, con¬ 
ductions also go out. Indeed, Flechsig has already been 
able to throw much light upon the extent and distribution 
of such conducting paths. The nomenclature adopted for 
the sense-areas is to be regarded, therefore, as Flechsig 
states, only as holding good a potiori. In reality each area 
is not simply sensory, but sensory-motor, but nevertheless 
the most convenient way to designate them, is after the 
qualities of sensations of which they represent the internal 
sense-organs. 
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Passing out from the somaesthetic area, after the sen¬ 
sory fibres of system No. 1 have been medullated, on each 
side is found that large mass of fibres which taken together 
constitute the pyramidal tract. This bundle of fibres ap¬ 
pears to be destined to innervate all the muscles of the 
body concerned in the finer tactile movements and would 

SC 

Figure 2. Frontal section through the human brain. (After 
Flechsig) I, II, III First, second and third portion of the lenticular 
nucleus; LK lateral nucleus of thalamus; iK,iK! medial nucleus of 
thalamus; Nc nucleus caudatus; L Luys’ body; oK brachium conjunc- 
tivum; o tractus opticus; Am nucleus amygdalse; FS Fossa Sylvii; HC 
posterior central gyrus; Gsm gyrus supra marginalis; Ti, Tii, Tiii 
superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri; Q anterior transverse 
temporal gyrus; oT gyrus occipito-temporalis; Lp lobulus paracen- 
tralis; Ba corpus callosum; a auditory conduction path. 

seem to be the only path running directly from the cere¬ 
bral cortex to the cells of origin of the motor nerves of the 
medulla oblongata and spinal cord. It is this path which 
in one sense may, therefore, be regarded as the one con¬ 
cerned in placing the organs of the sense of touch under 
the domain of the will. 
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Corresponding to the system of sensory fibres desig¬ 
nated as No. 3, and taking their origin in the correspond¬ 
ing portion of the somassthetic area, is the frontal cerebro- 
corticopontal path which runs corticofugally. It passes 
through the base of the cerebral peduncle forming the 
medial fibres there, and terminates among the ganglion 
cells of the pons. This frontal cerebro corticopontal path 
is concerned, Flechsig believes, with the movements of 
bilaterally innervated muscles, such as those of the eyes, 
neck and trunk muscles which are not under the control 
of the neurones whose processes correspond to the axones 
of the fibres of the pyramidal tract. It is considered prob¬ 
able that the motor impulses concerned in the speech- 
movements are also carried down by the frontal cerebro 
corticopontal path. Whether in the foot of the peduncle 
there is a motor correlate for the sensory fibres of the 
somsesthetic area belonging to system No. 2, Flechsig has 
not been able to determine. Certain it is that from cor¬ 
responding portions of the cortex of the somsesthetic area 
to the thalamus there run an enormous number of cortico- 
fugal fibres, but if these can influence parts below, they 
probably do so by means of secondary centrifugal paths 
which start out from the thalamus and pass downwards 
through the tegementum. The desending corticothala¬ 
mic paths generally are connected in the thalamus not with 
the ventro-lateral group of nuclei mentioned before, but 
rather with the portions of the thalamus so far not shown 
to be connected with the indirect continuations upwards 
of the sensory fibres of the posterior roots (Haubenstrah- 
lung); that is to say they are connected with the anterior 
nucleus, the internal or medial nucleus and the pulvinar. 
a group of nuclei which Flechsig designates in contrast to 
the other as the “dorso-medial group.” 

Not all parts of the “dorso-medial group” appear, how¬ 
ever, to be connected with the somassthetic area. Each 
portion of the former apparently stands in connection 
with a special cortical domain. Thus the anterior nucleus 
of the thalamus has, as its cortical representative, , the lim¬ 
bic lobe, the medial nucleus in its lateral and dorsal part 
is connected with the central gyri and in its medial part 
with the feet of all the frontal convolutions and the corpus 
striatum. The pulvinar apparently has no connection with 
the somassthetic area, but receives corticofugal paths from 
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Figure 3. Horizontal section through the human brain (After 
Flechsig.) I, II, III, first, second and third portion of the lenticular 
nucleus; 'Nc nucleus caudatus; LK lateral nucleus of thalamus; iK 
medial nucleus of thalamus; cm centre median; P pulvinar; M Mey- 
nert’s bundle in cross section; hC posterior commissure; Z pineal 
body; P' pyramidal tract; A Arnold’s bundle of internal capsule; T 
sensory region of internal capsule; a auditory conduction path; SG 
Gratiolet’s radiation (“Optic radiation in. the wider sense”); a corti- 
cofugal paths of Gratiolet’s radiation; B corticopetal paths of Gratiol¬ 
et’s radiation projection fibres of the lateral geniculate body; Q an¬ 
terior transverse temporal gyrus going over into the superior temporal 
gyrus; Gs gyrus subangularis; Fi superior frontal gyrus; Fiii inferior 
frontal gyrus; Gf gyrus fornicatus; SC subiculum cornu Ammonis; II 
posterior horn of lateral ventricle; Op operculum; Pm (dotted) cross 
section of large association system between somaesthetic area (central 
gyri) and posterior large.association centre; J cortex of island of Reil. 
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the visual sense area, and perhaps in its anterior portion, 
from the auditory sense area. 

The most of the fibres of a special motor system pass- 
out from the auditory sense area and its immediate neigh¬ 
borhood to become connected lower down to the mass 
of ganglion cells in the pons, especially to its distal por¬ 
tions. This is Flechsig’s temporal cerebrocorticopontal 
path and makes up in the main, he thinks, that portion of 
the base of the peduncle lateral from the fibres of the pyra¬ 
midal tract. (Turck’s bundle, Meynert). With total de¬ 
struction of the auditory sense area on one side, however,, 
this bundle does not degenerate entirely; a small number 
of the fibres, the origin of which is not yet clear, remain un¬ 
affected. So that leaving out of consideration these few 
and the bundle of sensory fibres of the base (Fussschleife), 
the whole of the fibres constituting the base of the ped¬ 
uncle can be accounted for by (1) the pyramidal tract; (2) 

the frontal cerebrocorticopontal path, and (3) the tem¬ 
poral cerebrocorticopontal path, that is to say, by motor 
paths throwing motor neurones of the pons, medulla and 
spinal cord under the governing influence of certain of the 
sensory-motor areas in the cerebral cortex. The cortico- 
fugal paths from the visual sense area probably run in the 
“optic radiation in the wider sense,” that is, in Gratiolet’s 
radiation. 

As far as Flechsig has been able to make out all or 
very nearly all of the projection fibres of the cerebrum are 
accounted for when the corticofugal and corticopetal paths 
of the different sensory-motor areas, as outlined by him, 
are summed up. But, as I have said, nearly two-thirds of 
the whole of the cortex yet remains to be accounted for. 
What is the significance then of the regions which are not 
provided with projection fibres? The studies of Flechsig 
have thrown these portions, which in large part corres¬ 
pond to what we have been accustomed to call the “silent 
areas” of the cerebral cortex, into bold relief. His ana¬ 
tomical investigations, especially when their results are- 
compared with the findings of pathological anatomy in 
cases which have been carefully studied clinically, indicate 
that these hitherto insufficient explored regions possess 
functions of the greatest importance and interest.* 

*Thomas, speaking in this connection, says, “ Flechsig’s associa¬ 
tion-centres are what have been called the silent areas of the brain; 
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If you will recall the limits described for the different 
setjse areas it will be obvious that the regions left over in¬ 
clude in the frontal lobe the anterior portions of the su¬ 
perior and middle frontal convolution portions of the in¬ 
ferior frontal convolution and the gyrus rectus; further, 
the greater part of the island of Reil, the first and second 
parietal convolutions, the middle and inferior temporal 
convolutions exclusive of the internal temporal pole, the 
occipito-temporal gyrus and the whole of the occipital 
lobe not included in the visual sense area. In the diagram 
before you these relations are shown very clearly. (Figs. 4 

and 5.) The sense areas are dotted, the regions in which 
the majority of the sensory fibres terminate being closely 
studded with dots, while in between the different sense 
areas the large undotted regions correspond to the por¬ 
tions of the cortex entirely devoid of projection fibres, 
or at most provided with extremely few of such fibres. At 
the periphery of each sense-area is a marginal zone in 
which projection fibres are less thickly distributed. 

The white matter corresponding to all the cortical re¬ 
gions between the sense areas with the exception, perhaps, 
of the subangular gyrus becomes medullated considerably 
later than that of the sense centres; so that even in chil¬ 
dren, three months old, the former are sharply distinguish¬ 
able from the latter by their poverty in myelin. Flechsig 
finds, however, that medullated paths gradually grow out 
from the sense centres into these non-medullated regions. 
Further, between the individual gyri of the non-medul- 
lated regions, bands of association fibres gradually ripen, 
connecting the single gyri with others near them and also 
with gyri at a distance. By means of the corpus callosum 
the gyri in one hemisphere are connected with those of 
the opposite hemisphere. Flechsig, on account of the 
marked predominance of association systems in these areas 
has designated them “association centres of the cerebral 
cortex.” He does not as did Meynert, believe that the 
individual sense centres are connected directly with one 
another, but thinks that on the contrary, they are connected 

but we are forced to believe that they are silent, not because they do 
not speak, but because we are too dull of understanding to hear what 
they say.” Cf. Thomas, H.M., and Keen, W.W.—A Successful Case 
of Removal of a Large Brain-Tumor. Am. Jour, of Med. Sciences, 
Nov., 1896. 
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Figs. 4 and 5. External and internal surface of cerebral hemisphere 
showing sense centres and association centres (after Flechsig). 

B brachium conjunctivum (red nucleus); c medical lemniscus; r 
formatio reticularis; cH central tegmental path; P pyramidal tract; 5 
temporal cerebrocorticopontal path; 6 frontal cerebrocorticopontal 
path; g medial geniculate body. 

Instead of the German terms in large letters on the plate the fol¬ 
lowing English equivalents ( in brackets) are to be used:—Korper- 
fiihlsphare (Somsesthetic area); Parietales Association-Centrum (Pa¬ 
rietal association centre); Sehsphare (Visual sense-area); Occipito 
Temporales Association-Centrum (Occipito-temporal association 
centre); Horsphare (Auditory sense-area); Insula Reilii (Island of 
Reil); Frontales Association-Centrum (Frontal association centre); 
Gyrus Hippocampi (Gyrus Hippocampi); Riechsphare (Olfactory 
sense-area). 

The lines drawn upon the cerebral convolutions indicate in all 
instances association systems. 

only indirectly, by means of the association centres. The 
latter receiving conduction fibres from adjacent sense cen¬ 
tres and from adjacent as well as distant association cen¬ 
tres, furnish an anatomical mechanism which makes pos¬ 
sible the working up into higher units of simple sense im¬ 
pressions and of combinations of simple sense imnrp«sions 
of the same quality and of different qualities. Thus, Flech¬ 
sig denies the function ascribed by many to the so-called 
fasciculus longitudinalis inferior which would make it a 
system associating directly two sense centres with one an¬ 
other. He thinks that on the contrary it has an entirely 
different significance which, however, I shall not discuss 
at this time. 

The position of the individual areas of association 
probably throws some light upon the functions which they 
subserve. Thus, the large region which Flechsig desig¬ 
nates as the posterior large association centre and which 
includes the pracuneus, all the parietal convolutions ex¬ 
cept the posterior central gyrus, part of the gyrus lingua- 
li^, the spindle-shaped gyrus and the middle and inferior 
temporal gyri as well as all portions of the three occipital 
gyri not concerned in the visual sense area, is situated be¬ 
tween the visual, the somaesthetic and the auditory sense 
areas. The island of Reil is surrounded by the somaesthet- 
ic area, the auditory area and the olfactory area, and into 
it run bands of fibres from these sense areas, so that it, 
Flechsig thinks, is properly designated as the middle as¬ 
sociation centre. The main portion of the frontal lobe. 
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Flechsig’s anterior association centre, is very intimktely 
connected with the somaesthetic area, and with the olfac¬ 
tory sense area. As Flechsig remarks, however, it is not 
probable that its function is confined to the association of 
olfactory impressions, with sensations which tell us about 
the condition of our bodies, for the olfactory sense in man 
is relatively little developed, while the frontal lobe is de¬ 
veloped ad maximum. 

While . the anatomical evidence, which Flechsig has 
brought forward, would seem to be sufficient to indicate in 
general the essential nature of the functions of the differ¬ 
ent regions of the cortex described, there has been already 
collected a great mass of clinical and pathological data 
which when reviewed in the light of the newer anatomical 
knowledge affords confirmatory proof of his views in a 
very surprising manner. Lesions involving the sense cen¬ 
tres are followed by a train of symptoms of an entirely dif¬ 
ferent character from those which accompany lesions of 
the association centres. This will be immediately clear 
when I recall certain examples which are doubtless already 
familiar to you. All the evidence goes to show that the 
phenomena of sharp, clean-cut sensations as they appear 
in consciousness have their origin in the sense centres. 
As a result of a lesion of a given sense centre this sharp¬ 
ness of sensation for the particular sense quality con¬ 
cerned disappears. If the visual area on both sides of the 
brain be destroyed, the patient no longer sees. He may 
occasionally believe that he still possesses visual sensation, 
but on closer examination it will be found that the pic¬ 
ture in his consciousness is a memory-picture, not a per¬ 
ception. Patients suffering from double-sided destruction 
of the auditory sense area are absolutely deaf, and it is to 
be imagined that if both somaesthetic areas were entirely 
destroyed the individual would be deprived of sensations 
informing him of the condition of his body, of the skki 
and of the viscera. Injury to the central gyri on the left 
side about their middle has been followed by loss of power 
to recognize correctly the form of a given object when 
the right hand alone has been used to feel it. Irritation 
of the posterior central gyrus may lead an individual to 
believe that he experiences movements of his thumb even 
when his eyes convince him that it has not moved. 
Tumors pressing upon the olfactory sense area have given 
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rise to subjective odors, while mental images of colored 
figures and the like have occurred in individuals in whom 
after death cysts involving the visual area of the occipital 
lobe have been found. Irritative lesions of the auditory 
sense area can give rise to noises and to other sound-im¬ 
ages. Destruction of the sense centre concerned with the 
sensations of any given sense-quality is associated with the 
so-called perceptive sensory disturbances. 

The sense centres are concerned not only in the bring¬ 
ing into consciousness of the individual elementary sense 
impressions; but the distinction of the spatial and tem¬ 
poral relations of these impressions, if Flechsig be right, 
is also to be attributed to the activities of the cortical sense 
spheres. Thus, “perceptive word-deafness” has been 
shown to depend in right-handed individuals upon disease 
of the left auditory sense area. When words are spoken 
the individual hears only confused noises and does not 
understand them. Wernicke believed that in such cases 
there is a permanent loss of the memory pictures of the 
sounds of words. This is denied by Flechsig, who holds 
that here we have to deal rather with an incapacity of sep¬ 
arating the sounds which follow one another in the spoken 
words, of distinguishing tone intervals correctly between 
syllables and words. The patient does not perceive an 
orderly combination of sounds, but an undecipherable 
chaos of tones and noises. If in such cases we have to deal 
with pure lesions'of the auditory sense area the patients 
can speak spontaneously a large number of words correct¬ 
ly, so that the ordinary observer might scarcely notice any 
disturbance in his speech, a fact which proves that the 
memory pictures of the sounds of words have been retained 
in spite of the destruction of the auditory sense area. On 
the other hand, if the periphery of the auditory sense area 
be destroyed, as in Heubner’s well-known case, and the 
auditory sense area itself remain uninjured, the clinical 
picture is exactly reversed; the patient in this transcorti¬ 
cal sensory aphasia (in the sense of Lichtheim and Wern¬ 
icke) can speak spontaneously only very few words (amnes¬ 
tic aphasia) or there exists a high degree of paraphasia. 
The patient, however, can from the beginning repeat cor¬ 
rectly words which are spoken before him, a proof that he 
has heard the words correctly and has retained the capac¬ 
ity for perceiving correctly the intervals between syllables 
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and words. If, in spite of this, word-deafness exists, the 
reason lies in the fact that the words correctly heard do 
not call forth by association into consciousness the mem¬ 
ory pictures which belong to them and which help to make 
up the sense (“apperceptive word-deafness” of Herbart). 
Of course, these forms are seldom met with pure, for in 
the majority of cases the auditory sense area and its peri¬ 
phery are diseased more or less together and mixed forms 
are of no use for the decision of the question whether and 
in how far diseases of the auditory sense area alone have 
disturbances of memory as a result. 

If then the cortical form of “ perceptive word-deaf¬ 
ness” does not depend on the loss of memory pictures of 
the sounds of words it is highly probable that it is a “sens¬ 
ory atactic” disturbance—the temporal arrangement of 
the auditory sensations is lacking. If Flechsig be correct 
about this then the essential basis for spatial and temporal 
perceptions is to be sought in the sense spheres. This ne¬ 
cessitates the supposition that the neurones of the sense 
centres possess a certain kind of memory, the capacity, 
for example, of holding a tone in the memory until the 
word or the sentence is at an end. The sense spheres in 
man appear, however, to be incapable of reproducing in¬ 
dependently large numbers of memory pictures, and any 
extensive loss of this power is dependent upon diseases 
localized outside the sense spheres. The fact that cases 
have been observed in which the reproduction of visual 
impressions have suffered little, even when.both visual 
sense areas have been destroyed, has led clinicians some 
time since to the assumption that optic memory pictures 
and visual sensations must be attached to separate cor¬ 
tical domains. 

Flechsig thinks that the tactile disturbance, described 
by Wernicke, associated with disease of the somaesthetic 
area is due to loss of the capacity of uniting properly tac¬ 
tile stimuli to a mental image (that is to say, the spatial 
arrangement of the single impressions is no longer possi¬ 
ble). It is rather an atactic disturbance of perception than, 
as Wernicke thinks, a defect of memory-capacity. It is 
quite analogous to the perceptive word-deafness depend¬ 
ent upon lesion of the auditory sense area. It is probable 
that the organic traces of the more extensive memory- 
pictures built up of no matter what sense qualities are as- 
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sociated with the cells of the association centres which lie- 
between the sense centres. 

Before passing to the description of the functions of 
the association centres, however, a few special points in 
connection with the sense centres must be considered. 
With regard to the sonuesthetic area it has long been 
known that disease of the central convolutions is accom¬ 
panied frequently with loss of the kinassthetic organ-sen¬ 
sations, so that the mental images of position and move¬ 
ment for the extremities and the region of the mouth may 
be absent or defective. Along with these symptoms, es¬ 
pecially where the foci of disease are small the cutaneous 
sensations suffer only as regards the tactile sense and its 
exact localization. As a result of lesion of the arm region 
there is an incapacity to recognize external objects by feel¬ 
ing their form. 

If the inferior frontal convolution be diseased, the ca¬ 
pacity for calling up images of movements or rather the 
capacity to feel the position of the organs which partici¬ 
pate in speech suffers so that system No. 3, connected 
with the inferior frontal gyrus, is accordingly not different 
in the sensation-quality mediated from the sensory paths, 
of the central gyri, but simply in regard to the region of 
the body whence the sensations come; the new-born infant 
for purposes of self-preservation makes use far earlier of 
his extremities, his lips and his tongue than of his trunk 
and speech muscles, and this fact of experience agrees ex¬ 
tremely well with the developmental finding that the sen¬ 
sory and motor paths of the extremities develop earlier 
than those for the trunk and the special organs of speech. 
Certain of the fibres of system No. 2 have apparently to 
do with muscle sense, but our knowledge is as yet insuffi¬ 
cient concerning this group. There is a good deal of 
evidence, too, that the somsesthetic area plays an import¬ 
ant part in the coming into consciousness of many of the 
bodily processes accompanying or constituting the emo¬ 
tions and that thence start out many of the movements 
which serve as the expression of the emotions, a point of 
view which if confirmed is of infinite importance for psy¬ 
chiatry. 

Let us now turn to the subject of the functional 
activities of the association centres. We have seen before 
that from the anatomical arrangement, these areas appear 
to exist for the purpose of uniting the activities of the var- 
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ious sense centres. Clinical and pathological evidence, 
too, is in favor of Flechsi-g’s view that they are concerned 
in the higher manifestations of the intellect, in the proces¬ 
ses of memory, recognition, judgment and reflection. It 
is in disease of these areas that we see, above all, disturb¬ 
ances of memory and of the associative processes. When 
the posterior large association centre, for example, is dis¬ 
eased, the lesions are not accompanied with phenomena of 
perceptive deafness, of perceptive blindness, or of percep¬ 
tive tactile anaesthesia, provided the adjoining sense cen¬ 
tres remain unaffected. But instead of these an entirely 
different group of clinical phenomena becomes manifest. 
Here we meet sometimes with the conditions known as 
mind-blindness, mind-deafness and the like; with apraxia 
or agnosia; sometimes there is weakening of the power of 
visual imagination. There may be an incapacity to call 
into consciousness melodies which the individual formerly 
■knew well, and in lesions of this area on the left side in 
certain portions sensory (optic) alexia, optic aphasia (am¬ 
nestic color blindness), apperceptive (transcortical) word- 
deafness, verbal paraphasia, and sensory amnestic aphasia 

• (incapacity to call up the memori.es of the sounds of words 
corresponding to the mental images in consciousness). 
The memory-capacity may in such instances be affected 
apparently in either or both of two ways: (1) by destruc¬ 
tion of the association paths concerned in setting free 
given mental images, and (2) by actual, permanent des¬ 
truction of the organic memory traces in the nerve-cells. 
It would appear, therefore, that the posterior large associ¬ 
ation centre is concerned in the formation and collection 
of ideas concerning the external world; that is of actual 
knowledge concerning external objects, of combinations 
of sounds, and the union of all these with one another. In 
these regions are stored up the elements of our positive 
knowledge as well as the factors which come into play in 
the exercise of the phantasy. It is here that prepara¬ 
tion is made for speech which shall accord with the 
thoughts; in short, this region more than any other in the 
cerebral cortex appears to be the site of the processes con¬ 
cerned in what we ordinarily mean when we speak of the 
“intellect.” 

The anterior association centre, that is the association 
centre of the frontal lobes, has manifold connections with 
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the somaesthetic area and hence also the motor regions 
•concerned in conduct. So that here in all probability, f lech- 
sig states, is to be sought the anatomical mechanism by 
means of which memory-traces of all conscious bodily ex¬ 
periences, especially of acts of the will, are stored up. The 
study of the functions of this region of the brain is 
extremely difficult, and as yet only general state¬ 
ments can be made regarding them. It would appear 
that the positive knowledge of the individual concerning 
external objects does not necessarily suffer in diseases of 
this portion, at least at first, although the appreciation of 
of the value of this knowledge and its relations to the in¬ 
dividual himself may not be recognized. The man may 
lose interest in the external world as well as in himself and 
cease to participate personally in what is going on about 
him. Indeed it is in the diseases affecting this area and 
the neighboring somaesthetic area that most marked al¬ 
terations in the character of the individual are met with. 
The phenomena of attention, of reflection and of inhibi¬ 
tion are possibly especially connected with this frontal 
.association centre. Wundt has for some time believed 
that the “active apperception” is to be localized in this re¬ 
gion. 

If Flechsig be correct in his views it is evident that the 
study of the normal functions of the association centres is 
of the highest importance and will in the future represent 
preeminently the task of psychology; while the pheno¬ 
mena which result when the association centres are dis¬ 
eased will afford the especial topic of investigation for psy¬ 
chiatry. The study of cases in the literature, more espec¬ 
ially of general paresis, where careful pathological examin¬ 
ations have been made after death has already thrown 
considerable light upon the function of these areas. Of 
course, in the majority of cases of this disease the lesions 
mvolve very different regions of the cortex at the same 
time. While in some instances, however, the disease has 
affected preferably the association centres alone without 
involving the sense centres, in a few cases the frontal as¬ 
sociation centres alone have been the ones chiefly involved, 
and in others the large posterior association centres have 
been the ones mainly affected. 

Such material permits of an analysis of the functions 
of the individual areas. Thus, where the frontal lobes on 
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both sides of the brain have been diseased, the main symp¬ 
toms recognizable during life have been those referable to 
an alteration or loss of ideas regarding the individual’s per¬ 
sonality, and his relations to what is taking place inside 
and outside his body, symptoms which are highly sugges¬ 
tive when compared with the results of extirpation of the 
frontal lobes in higher apes as carried out by the Italian 
investigator, Bianchi. The symptoms may vary much, 
probably according as the lesion is irritative or destructive 
in its nature. Thus, in some instances, there is an over-ap¬ 
preciation of self. The patient’s egotism is unbounded. 
All things are possible to him. He is a multi-millionaire, 
a genius, or a high dignitary. In other cases he shows re¬ 
markable self-depreciation, and lack of confidence in per¬ 
sonal capacity. The speech may for a long time remain un¬ 
affected, but the capacity for judgment, as to what is right 
and what- is wrong and what beautiful and what hateful, 
is often involved so that the individual will exhibit in his 
conduct characteristics entirely incompatible with what 
his friends knew of him earlier in his life. Such persons 
lack self-command, even when uninfluenced by violent 
emotions, and when they are exposed to unusual stimula¬ 
tion, to anger or to sexual excitement, they lose all con¬ 
trol of their conduct and are guilty of outrageous acts. 
Finally, if.the disease progress far enough, imbecility ap¬ 
pears and the individual may lose completely his ideas con¬ 
cerning his personality. 

When the posterior large association centres have been 
mainly affected the clinical picture is very different; in 
these cases it is the knowledge of the external world rather 
than that of his body and of his personality which is de¬ 
fective, just as one would expect from what has been said 
above1 concerning the phenomena of sensory aphasia met 
with in focal softening of the cortex due to vascular dis¬ 
ease. In these individuals the ideas regarding the person¬ 
ality may be tolerably clear; they may have almost perfect 
self-possession, but -their friends notice and they may 
themselves be aware that they are unable to recognize 
objects seen and felt or to associate the elementary sensory 
impressions with the memories of experiences in their past 
lives. Such a patient will name external objects wrongly, 
misunderstand their use, confuse persons, and be mixed 
up in his ideas of time and space. He is unable to put into 
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words the images which float in his consciousness and suf¬ 
fers on the whole from a poverty of ideas. Yet with all 
this he may perhaps have a normal regard for himself and 
for his friends. 

With combined diseases of the different association 
centres arid especially with combinations of disease of the 
sense centres with disease of the association centres, the 
possible variations in the clinical picture become enorm¬ 
ous. P'or the analysis of these symptoms and their an¬ 
atomical localization psychiatry has been provided in these 
researches of Flechsig, should they be confirmed, with a 
most importarit aid. 

It will be of especial interest to study the functional 
diseases of these different areas, disturbances of a tem¬ 
porary nature which can be ascribed to faulty metabolism, 
in the different areas dependent upon various factors such 
as. imperfect nutrition, certain intoxications, prolonged 
emotion, excessive mental and physical activity and the 
like. The protean symptoms of neurasthenia and hysteria 
often in individual cases bear a special stamp which may 
enable us in the future to suggest with some probability 
the portion of the brain mainly responsible for their ap¬ 
pearance. 

Representing as they do ideas which fundamentally af¬ 
fect our general concept of the structure and function of 
the brain, these researches of Flechsig have, as might have 
been expected, not passed unchallenged. After his ad¬ 
dress at Frankfurt last fall a number of leading neurol¬ 
ogists and psychiatrists discussed his findings and his 
views. It may be interesting to consider briefly some of 
the objections which have been offered to them. 

A number of investigators are unwilling to grant that 
the areas of the cortex to which projection fibres are dis¬ 
tributed are as limited as Flechsig would have us believe. 
Thus, von Monakow asserts that projection fibres go to 
nearly all parts of the cortex, though certainly some parts 
of it receive fewer by far than others. Hitzig, too, grants 
that the number of projection fibres going to the frontal 
lobe is very small. Von Monakow bases his objection up¬ 
on the results of his studies of secondary degenerations.’ 
He finds degenerations in the thalamus after lesions of 
certain of the regions falling within the domains which 
Flechsig calls association centres. He believes, too, that 
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motility and sensation are represented in the cortex fund¬ 
amentally differently from one another. His studies have 
convinced him that the sense areas»occupy much more ex¬ 
tensive fields of the cerebral surface than those indicated 
by Flechsig in his diagrams. Thus, the area for cutaneous 
and muscular sensations von Monakow thinks extends far 
beyond the central gyri; since to produce atrophy of the 
lemniscus and of the nucleus funiculi gracilis and the nu¬ 
cleus funiculi cuneati of the opposite side, destruction of 
the cortex (in both animals and man) of a far greater ex¬ 
tent than that which represents the “motor zone” must 
have preceded. In answer to this Flechsig suggests (1) 
that a totally insufficient amount of material has been 
studied by the secondary degeneration method to afford 
conclusive results; and (2) that in many instances not suf¬ 
ficient attenion has been paid to the exact localization of 
the lesion; that is to say not enough care has been taken to 
determine whether it has been purely cortical or whether 
it has involved also the sub-cortical white matter. He 
points out, for example, that lesions of the parietal cortex 
have been followed in a number of instances by degenera¬ 
tions of projection fibres, but in all such instances he be¬ 
lieves the cortical nodule has affected bundles of projec¬ 
tion fibres belonging to other parts of the cortex, but situ¬ 
ated beneath the area diseased. The results of experi¬ 
mental degenerations in animals following extirpation of 
cortical zones cannot properly be directly applied to hu¬ 
man beings, for in man there is a development of the as¬ 
sociation centres not reached in the brain of any other 
animal. 

Another objection which very properly has been offered 
by Sachs and others is this: That after a certain period 
of development the medullation has become so diffuse in 
the cerebrum that it would be impossible to deny that later 
projection fibres passing to the association centres may be¬ 
come medullated. It must be granted that Flechsig can 
claim the limitation of sense centres as he defines them 
only for a definite period of development. It is certain, 
however, that at this period the primary sense centres are 
sharply marked off from the rest of the cortex. 

Von Kolliker’s objection to designating the association 
centres as intellectual centres is based upon his view that 
there is no essential difference between the pyramidal cells 
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of the various regions of the cortex. I11 the first place, 
however, as klechsig points out, the time is not yet ripe 
for the building up ot a psychology based upon the his¬ 
tology of the cortical cells. One need Only refer to the 
futile attempt which has recently been made by Ramon y 
Cajal. As a matter of fact, however, the sense centres do 
differ very-essentially not only in the correlation of the 
elements present in them, but also in the actual shape and 
position of the individual nerve cells. A skilled histologist 
who has studied sections- from these regions can easily 
distinguish a section from the middle part of the gyrus 
fornicatus from one taken from the neighborhood of the 
calcarine fissure, from the middle of one of the central gyri 
or from the angular gyrus. 

The students of purely introspective psychology have 
naturally always looked askance at contributions made to 
the subject of the mind by anatomists and by medical men 
in general. When we consider, however, the relatively 
little advance which has been made by purely introspective 
methods in late years and of the enormous help which 
physiological experiment, anatomical study and patho¬ 
logical observation have afforded, medical men will not be 
disturbed by the opposition of the metaphysicians. Nor 
need we be alarmed that certain objectors see in these 
newer anatomical and physiological studies a tendency to 
a return to phrenological views. Should they bear any re¬ 
semblance to such doctrines this would by no means ex¬ 
pose them to the curse of ridicule. 

These studies of Flechsig taken together with the re¬ 
searches of Edinger show that the anatomical mechanisms 
underlying the mental processes in human beings as well 
as in animals are organically membered, and are only sec¬ 
ondarily fused together into an organic whole. From 
the study of the gradual development of the individual 
organs of the brain as shown by ontogenetic and phylo¬ 
genetic investigations, we have the promise of a clear 

and sharply defined picture of the various anatomical 
substrata which in definite sequence are concerned in 
the gradually increasing complexity of the organizing 
intelligence. While it is probable that many of the 
theories which go far beyond actual findings which 
Flechsig has advanced regarding psychology will with 
further knowledge be entirely given up or much modified. 
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still every one who reads his papers carefully will be ready 
to grant that many of them are too well founded to be 
overthrown. At any rate, he has supplied us with a mass 
of material and data which must form the starting point 
of a whole series of subsequent investigations. 

In all his communications Flechsig has laid stress up¬ 
on the predominating importance of the somaesthetic area. 
The largest in extent of all the sense centres, representing 
probably not a single centre, but a large group of individ¬ 
ual centres, this- portion of the cerebral cortex stands in a 
peculiar relation not only to the organs of the body, but 
also to the organs of the mind. It is on the one hand, the 
medium by means of which all the bodily occurrences, the 
bodily emotions and the bodily needs are brought into 
consciousness, and the region of the brain whence start 
out nearly all the motor impulses concerned in the con¬ 
duct of the individual. On the other hand, it is connected 
intimately by means of association paths with the large 
association centres of the cortex; in front with the frontal 
association centre; behind with the large posterior associa¬ 
tion centre. On considering these associative relations it 
may be looked upon as forming the actual middle point of 
the organ of the mind. It is' infinitely richer in as¬ 
sociation systems than any of the other sense areas. It is 
thus conceivable that the somsesthetic area has by far the 
greatest significance for the “awake” condition. Placed 
as it were, midway between the organs of the body and 
the organs of the mind it represents, Flechsig thinks, a 
sort of wrestling ground where the lower bodily instincts 
struggle for the mastery with the higher feelings and ideas. 
It is the first of all the sense areas of the cortex to become 
functional, and throughout life it would appear to take 
the lead in the intellectual processes. Without it, one can 
scarcely think of the possibility of the development of an 
intellectual personality, while we know from Laura Bridge- 
man’s case that the auditory area, the visual area and the 
olfactory area can be absent, not only singly, but all to¬ 
gether without interfering with the existence of a relative¬ 
ly good intellectual functional capacity. 

It is evident from these embryological studies that the 
developing individual obtains first impressions from its 
own body,‘and that only later are there added to these 
the impressions from the external sense organs; so that 
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instead of thinking of an equivalence among the sense 
areas we have to consider the existence of subordinate re¬ 
lations. The mental organ is to be looked upon rather as 
a monarchy than as a republic, since the somcesthetic area 
is the main bearer of the self-consciousness throughout 
life, and since out of it go the majority of the motor paths 
concerned in conduct. According to Flechsig, therefore, 
the structure and the integrity of this centre are of the 
greatest significance for the character of the individual. 

The relation of these studies to ethical problems and 
to the ultimate problems of life and character need not 
here be dwelt upon. Since we know that the health of the 
neurones in the cerebral cortex is essential for the proper 
inhibition of the lower centres concerned with the more 
primeval instincts and emotions their ethical bearing is 
obvious. When the intellectual centres are paralyzed, and 
especially when there is wide-spread disease of the somses- 
thetic area on the two sides, there often results most 
marked disorganization of the mental processes and most 
serious alterations in the character of the individual. The 
struggle between the lower instincts and the ethical feel¬ 
ings may cease, and instead of a rational man we see a 
creature given over entirely to the satisfaction of his lower 
desires. 

With such wide fields opened up before us who will 
deny that at the moment the problems collected with the 
structure and function of the nervous system of man are 
among the most interesting by which the scientist is con¬ 
fronted. The ground, however, has as yet, only just been 
broken and the opportunity for work is enormous. In or¬ 
der that research along these lines may be effective a large 
corps of investigators with some leisure, and a certain 
amount of apparatus and well equipped laboratories are 
essential. There would seem to be something significant 
in the fact that just at the period in which these problems 
are being made accessible to investigation, here in America 
the conditions indispensable for properly attacking them 
promise to be provided. In a country where the tendency 
has been too prevalent in the past to prefer a smattering 
of knowledge of many kinds rather than skill and accurate 
knowledge in a narrower domain, we have at the present 
time evidences of a remarkable growth of the scientific 
spirit. We are coming to recognize that the man who 
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wishes to be aliquis in omnibus, nullus in singulis will in the- 
end have an incomparably narrower outlook than he who 
slowly climbs the steep and difficult peaks o'f accurate in¬ 
vestigation. With the ascent the latter is constantly at¬ 
taining to an ever broadening view, until finally he reaches 
a position where there is opened up before him a panorama 
of truth wider than can be gained by following any other 
path. 

While nothing is more to be deprecated than the total 
absorption of an investigator in fragments or the burying 
of himself in minute details, we in this country are in far 
less danger of stranding upon such a shoal than of ship¬ 
wreck upon the sea of superficiality. Granted a thorough¬ 
preliminary training, a mind of the first order runs no dan¬ 
ger from engaging in special study. On the contrary the 
fruitful contemplation of great ideals first becomes possi¬ 
ble when the man possesses some real living knowledge 
obtained directly from nature by his own exertions. No- 
better example, perhaps, of this fact could be given than a 
references to the anatomical researches of Flechsig, some- 
idea of which I have attempted to present to you in this 
communication. 

The Stage Setting of the Neurologist. 

Dr. C. Fiessinger (La Medecine Moderne, Oct. 17th, 1896) in an 
article on psychical' therapeutics describes the necessary moral and 
intellectual outfit of the successful neurologist: “ He must indeed be 
a universally accomplished man, with the conviction of an apostle, the 
heart of a St. Vincent de Paul, the strength of a will of Napoleon, the 
patience of a confessor, the taste of an artist, the philosophic under¬ 
standing of a Taine, the exquisite taste of a Parisian lady. All these 
the doctor must have, not to mention a solid learning and thorough 
education and the private virtues which serve as a basis for all the rest. 

We have not mentioned as part of the psychical effect of the doc¬ 
tor on his patient, the stage-setting. Not that it represents an emo¬ 
tional factor which can be neglected, but only because the air of quack¬ 
ery about it is repugnant. 

Charcot did not think so; theatrical in his clinic, he was still so at 
home. Patients coming to consult him did not pass at once from his 
waiting-room into the office; entrance to that sanctuary was not made 
with ease; a previous initiation must be gone through. This took 
place in a small, dark room, beautifully furnished, filled with elpgant 
trifles and but feebly lighted. There he waited a quarter of an hour or 
twenty minutes, time enough to think about himself in the dark. All 
at once a ray of light penetrated it, a large door began to open, erect 
upon the threshold, bathed in a dazzling illumination, the God Char¬ 
cot awaited him.” Mitchell. 


